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synopsis 
The validity of the well-known generation-recombination (g-r) theorem is examined 

for the case of noise in photoconductors. A master equation for the conditional pro- 
bability of the level occupancies is set up in which the generation and recombination 
rates are functions of the incident light intensity. A more general g-r theorem is then 
derived, in which the light intensity appears explicitly as a driving force. From this 
theorem the variances and autocorrelation functions of the density perturbations are 
found, and averaged with respect to the light intensity fluctuations for the case that the 
incident light beam displays shot noise. The g-r theorem turns out to be not rigorously 
valid, correction terms being required due to the fact that the photoconductor is 
coupled not to the incident light beam intensity but to the number of photons in the 
crystal volume. These correction terms are small for the case of weak absorption. 

1. Imtroductiout. Two statistical *) methods are generally used to calculate 

the fluctuations of the energy level occupancies of semiconductors. The 

first begins with the Langevin differential equations for the time variation 

of the occupancies, and the second with the master equation, a differential 

equation for the probability distribution of the level occupancies. The 

Langevin method gives in a simple way the spectral density of the electron 

fluctuations, in terms of the spectral density of the Langevin stochastic 

source functions l) 2, 3). One usually then assumes that the Langevin functions 

are purely random variables; equivalently, that the essence of the noise is 

shot noise in the transition rates between the various electron levels. In 

contrast, the analysis based on the master equation gives the variances and 

autocorrelation functions of the number fluctuations, and, through the 
Wiener-Khintchine theorem, the spectral densitiesd) 5) **). An advantage 

+) Presently at the Division of Applied Physics, National Research Council, Ottawa 2, Canada. 

*) We leave out the thermodynamic approaches (Van Vliet and Fassett, 1965) since we are 
primarily interested in photoconductors. 

+*) Reference 4, the review article by Van Vliet and Fassett, will hereafterbe denoted by vVF. 
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of this method is that no “random forces” such as the Langevin functions 

need be considered, although it may be showna) 6) that with the shot noise 

assumption for the Langevin functions the two methods are completely 

equivalent. 

With photoconductors the situation becomes more interesting, since 

generation and recombination rates are functions of the fluctuating incident 

light intensity. The problem is to determine the effect of the light intensity 

fluctuations on the instantaneous electron occupancies of the various energy 

levels. 

It is generally approached in the following manner. In nearly all cases in 

which photoconductors are used in practice, the incident photons may be 

considered to be noninteracting particles obeying classical Boltzmann 

statistics, and thus the light intensity displays only shot noise. A compari- 

son may, then, be made with a simple photo-electric detector, in which 

input particles (photons) are transformed into output particles (electrons 

in a higher energy state). B urgess7) has shown that if the input particles 

obey Poisson statistics (i.e., exhibit shot noise), the output particles do also. 

Therefore, the noise formulas valid for semiconductors apply for photo- 

conductors, since the photoconductor, although in a driven state as far as 

time averaged level occupancies are concerned, is not in a driven state from 

a noise viewpoint, because the fluctuations of the driving forces are of the 

same nature as the fluctuations intrinsic to the photoconductor. The only 

difference between the semiconductor and usual photoconductor theory is 

that in the latter the principle of detailed balance of the transition rates*) 

may not be used to simplify the generation-recombination theorem (the 

main result of the master equation approach), which gives the noise vari- 

ances. These arguments are commonly accepted; we know of no attempt 

to derive, for example, the important generation-recombination theorem 

specifically for photoconductors. 

In the present paper we begin a study of generation-recombination noise 

in many-level photoconductors by setting up a master equation in which the 

generation and recombination rates are explicit functions of the incident 

light intensity. A generation-recombination (g - I) theorem is then derived 

in which the effect of the fluctuations in the light intensity is clearly shown. 
An average over all possible time variations of the light intensity is carried 

out. The final equations we only evaluate for the special case when the light 

intensity is purely random, i.e., that excess photon noise is absent. 
Before tackling the many-variable problem we treat the simpler two-level, 

single-variable case with two methods. One of these methods we then use to 
solve the many-variable problem. 

2. Noise irt two-level photoconductors. Consider a photoconductor having 

two electron energy levels, for example a donor level and the conduction 
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band. Let electron transitions occur between these levels, as illustrated in 

the figure. The total number of electrons in the higher energy level is n, that 

in the lower level n’. Since n + n’ is constant we need only deal with, say, n. 
The number of excitations per unit time is given by g, the number of de- 

excitations per unit time by r. In general g and Y are functions of both the 

number n and the intensity of the incident light of the appropriate wavelength. 

The light intensity fluctuates, and we want to compute the fluctuations in 

12, taking these light fluctuations into account. 

Fig. 1 

Let Z(t) be the number of photons in the volume of the crystal at time t, 

and let P(%, t) be the probability that at time t the upper level is occupied 

by n electrons. The fluctuations in 2 are not the same as the fluctuations 

in the incident light intensity, but we shall ignore this distinction for the 

moment. Then 

P(n, t + dt) = g(m - 1, Z(t)) dt P(n - 1, t) + I(% + 1, Z(t)) dt P(n + 1, t) 

+ (1 - g(c z(t)) dt - r(n, Z(t)) dt) P(c t). (1) 

This leads to the master equation of this problem: 

ap(n, 4 
at = g(n - 1, z(t)) P(n - 1, t) - g(n, Z(t)) P(n, t) + 

+ r(n + 1, z(t)) P(n. + 1,t) - +, z(t)) P(n, 4. (4 
Here Z(t) has been taken as a given function. If Z(t) is a purely random 

function, that is, Z(t) for all values of t is completely uncorrelated with the 

values 2 took on for the previous t, then by an intuitive argument it may be 

shown that we need not explicitly consider Z(t) in the master equation. For, 

if Z(t) is purely random, we can immediately average the master equation 
over all occurring Z(t). P(n, t) depends upon 2 for previous times, since it 

has a nonzero relaxation time, but Z(t) is not correlated with the previous 
values of P(n, t), nor is it correlated with P(n, t) for the same t. Bars can be 

written over each term in the master equation to denote this averaging 

process, and terms such as r(n + 1, 2) P(n + 1, t) result. But y(n + 1,Z) 
must be independent of Z(t) : we can instead write r(n + 1). The customary 
master equation is therefore found, with Z(t) not considered explicitly. 

A rigorous approach is as follows. 

An expansion of the right-hand side of the master equation shall be made. 
In order to determine correctly which terms of the expansion must be kept 
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and which ignored it is necessary to make a systematic expansion in one 
parameter. The parameter we take is the reciprocal of the volume 52 of the 
photoconductor, since fluctuations are of order 9*, whereas steady state 
processes are of order Q 1. This approach has been used successfully in the 
theory of fluctuations in nonlinear systemss). It remains to be seen what an 
expansion in powers of Q leads to in our case. 

Let g(n, Z(t)) be given by g&‘(t), and r(n, Z(t)) by r0r2~/Q. The constants 
go, ra are independent of Q; g and r are then of order 91 as they must be*). 
Further put 

z(t) = Qzo + @C(t), (3) 

where za is independent of 9, and Q*C(t) g ives the fluctuations about Q.za, 
the time averaged value of Z(t). Write also 

n = !A$$) + @x (4 

to introduce x as new time-independent variable. The function v(t) shall be 
found below. When we write Z(t) in this way we ignore spatial variations, 
taking absorption to be weak. 

With our choice of g and r, equation (2) becomes 

aP(n, t) 
at 

= goz(t)(P(n - 1, t) - P(n, t)) + 

+ro 

i 
(n + 1j2 

Q 
P(n + 1, t) - ; P(v2, t) 

1 
. (5) 

The Kramers-Moyal expansion of this master equation is 

ap(% 4 
at 

-Z+$$-;;+... + 

+-$- 
i 

$++ -$-+-& -$+... 
3 

n2P. (6) 

Write P(rt, t) = I7(x, t) so that 

an a17 - = 
ax 

L+, - 
at 

The Kramers-Moyal equation for this problem becomes 

an an _--at- 
at ax fP= 

go@20 + J-x(t)) 
a2n am 

++2-laxz -$2y-$ + . . . + 

(7) 

+ &2-*$ + . . . (Szv + 0*x)211. (8) 

*) Taking r, for example, r must vary as @, since each of the n electrons can recombine with n/P 

holes in its immediate neighbourhood (cf. ref. 10). 
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The terms of order sZ+ give an equation for q(t), 

@ = go20 - ra@. (9) 

From (3) and (4) and the expressions for g and r we see that this is the 
macroscopic equation for the expected value of n. After a first transient *) 

has died out 9, takes on the value I = ,/gaza/re; the average generation 
rate is equal to the average recombination rate. 

Gathering the terms of order Qa, 

a17 
- = ; (2rofJ7x - g@)) 17 + -& gozo ‘z roV2 n 

at (10) 

a Fokker-Planck equation for the fluctuations x. One is usually interested 
in the behaviour for large t, and we therefore put v = q(w). 

The first Fokker-Planck moment, the jumps in x per unit time averaged 
over the probability that these jumps occur, is given by 27,-&t) x - go@), 

which tends to 7x - go@), where T = (4gazera)-t. The second moment, 

(go20 + rov2)/2, th e mean of the square of the jumps per unit time, tends 
to the constant value gaza. 

Using angular brackets to denote an x-average of a function f(x) : <f(~)>~ = 
Cz f(x) 17(x, t), we find from the Fokker-Planck equation, 

d<x>t <at 
___ = -7 + gout) 

dt 

d<x2>t 2<X2>t -= -_- 
dt 

+ 2go&)<x)t + 2gozo. 
7 

(11) 

(14 

The same results may be obtained through the use of the characteristic 
function for n(x, t). 

It may be concluded that if c(t) were put equal to zero ,<x>t would tend to 
zero and (xs>t would approach the value gazo7. The latter result is equivalent 
to the generation-recombination theorem for two-level semiconductorsii). 
In the present problem, however, we must obtain <x>t and <xs>t for a given 
C(t) from (11) and (12)) and then average over all possible fluctuations c(t). 

In the general many-level problem, considered in the next section, 
equations are found of which (11) and (12) are special cases. These more 
general differential equations shall be treated in detail. 

*I The complete solution is 

F + qd0) tanh (~g~rwd) 

The transient dies out after a time of the order of l/l/gozor,,. 
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Before going on to the many-level problem we add some further comments. 
Generally g and r may vary with both Z(t) and a. We write 

g(n,.q =go~+g1n+g2Z+gs~+ga~ 
122 nz 

I(Tz, 2) = roQ + qn. + r2Z + 13 _ + y4 -. 
Q Q 

(13) 

(14) 

The ~2’s and gt’s are independent of 52. We find a Kramers-Moyal equation 
again, of which the terms of order 52, give the macroscopic equation: 

$J =go--0 + (gz--‘) 2 Zo+(gl--l+(g4--4)~O)Q,+(g3-~3)~2. (15) 

The Fokker-Planck equation results from the terms of order LY. 

xl 
--zz 

at 
& (x(11 - gl + (r4 - g4) 20 + 2(Y3 - tY3) 9’) + r(t) (h’4 - g4) T + 

I+ (Y2 - gz)))17 +:; g (yo + go + (y2 + g2) 20 + h + g1+ 

+ (14 + g4) 20) v + (y3 + g3) y2) 17. (16) 

Again y(t) tends to a constant value for large t and the Fokker-Planck 
equation is essentially the same as equation (10). Equations (11) and (12) 

are therefore of a quite general nature. 
With the foregoing analysis differential equations linking <x>t, <xs>t and 

c(t) were found with a series expansion of the probability distribution P(lz, t) 

or L!(x, t). An equivalent method, bearing a close resemblance to the two 
level analysis of vVF, is to multiply the master equation (2) by rt and ns in 
turn and to sum over n to find the exact equations 

(17) 

d<n2> 

d<n>t 

dt 
= <g(n, z(t))>t - <+, Z(t))>t 

~ = <(2n + 1) g(n, z(t))>t - <(2n - 1) r(n, Z(t))>t. 
dt 

(18) 

Now carry out an expansion in Q-1, using equations (3) and (4) and again 
putting g = g&‘(t), r = rort2/9. From (17), 

qgozo - roqq + -@(gob(t) - 2ro<x)t) - .no~o<X%. (19) 

The interpretation is clear. The lowest order terms give of course the macros- 
copic equation (9) again for the difference between the generation and 
recombination rates, and the second order terms give the time variation 
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of (x}~ ((11)). Similarly, from (18), making use of (19), 

Q d<x2>t 
dt 

=@(2gozo - 2ro@ - 2$)<x>t + 

+ .n(gozo + ro@ + 2gor(t)<x>t - 4roY0)t) + 

+ @(go@) + 2rov<x)t - 2ro63)t) + QOro<& (20) 

giving (9) and (12) again. 

This alternative method will now be used to solve the general many-level 

problem. 

3. The many-level photoconductor. We turn to the general s-dimensional 

case of a system of s + 1 electron levels. Electron transitions between these 

levels take place; these transitions may occur spontaneously or they may 

be stimulated by light incident on the system*). Our treatment will parallel 

the theory of multivariate Markov processes as reviewed in vVF. 

Let the occupancies ng of s levels be given by the (column) vector a, where 
ai = 1zg. Let P(a”, t” 1 a’, t’) be the conditional probability that the vector Q 

takes on the value u” at time t” assuming its value was a’ at time t’. Then P 
satisfies the Smoluchowski equation, 

P(u, t 1 Q’, t’) = 2 qu, t 1 u”, t”) P(u”, t” 1 u’, t’). 
a” 

(21) 

From this equation we find that the time variation of P is given by the 

following master equation : 

qa, t Ia, 0) 
at = limo & z [P(u”, t ) a’, 0) P(u, t + At 1 a”, t) - 

+ a” 

- P(u, t I u’, 0) P(u”, t + AIt I a, t)]. (22) 

In the derivation of this equation, which is similar to the derivation of the 

master equation given by vVF, it is important to bear in mind that P is not 

stationary, for P is a function of the incident light intensity. 

The incident light beam we shall take to be represented by a given matrix 

Z(t), where the element Z,,(t) is the number of photons in the volume of the 

photoconductor at time t of that wavelength that can stimulate a transition 
from level i to level j. Therefore Z is symmetric; put Z,,(t) = 0. The indices 

i,jrunfrom 1 tos + 1. 
Let @(a; a") be the transition probability per unit time from u” to U: 

&(a; a") At = P(u, t + At 1 a”, t) in the limit of small At. We put Qt(u; U) = 0. 
Qt(a; u") is not only a function of the occupancies u and a” but also of Z(t) 

*) Photons emitted by the system itself shall be ignored, as the subsequent interactions of such 
photons with the system is a second order process. 
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and hence of t. The master equation takes the form 

aqa, t la’, 0) 

at 
= c [~‘(a”, t 1 a’, o) Qt(u; a”) - P(u, t I a’, 0) Q&z”; a)]. (23) 

a” 

The conditional expected value of u at time t, <a),;.,, is given by 

<a>,;,, = r, @(a, t 1 u’, 0). (24) 
0 

The matrix <uuT)~;~, of the (Z-dependent) variances and crossvariances is 
defined in similar fashion. The transpose of a is here denoted by S. Multiply 

equation (23) by u and sum over a to obtain 

d<a>,,,, 
dt 

= y$ x (a - a”) I’@“, t 1 u’, o) Qt(u; a”). 
(1 

(25) 
Define 

A$(&) = C (u - a”) Qt(u; a”), (26) 
a 

the first Fokker-Planck moments; then (25) becomes 

d<a>,;., 
dt 

= <At(a)>,;,,. (27) 

Define the second Fokker-Planck moments as 

&(a”) = c (Q - a”)(~ - a”) T Qt(u; a”). (28) 
D 

Multiply (23) by QUT and sum over a to find 

d<aaT>,;, 
dt 

= <b(4),;,, + <a, @‘(a)),;,, + <At(a) uT>t;a,. (29) 

Up till now the equations derived bear a close resemblance to the corre- 

sponding equations in the treatment of vVF. We have in effect only added 

the subscript t to point out the Z- and hence time-dependence of Q, A, 8, 

and the expectation values. Due to this time dependence the left-hand side 

of (29) does not tend to zero for large t, and hence the transition from equation 

(29) to the generalized generation-recombination theorem cannot be made. 

An average over all possible forms of Z must be carried out. 
Proceeding, we shall make use of an expansion in the reciprocal of the 

crystal volume Q, as was done in the one-dimensional case. To this end, 
separate the light intensity matrix Z(t) into a time averaged part and the 

fluctuations away from this average: 

Z(t) = nz, + @x(t). (30) 

Introduce the new time-independent vector x instead of a, 

a = L+(t) + sx, (31) 

where q(t) will be found. 
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Put 

D(x, tjx’, 0) = P(a, tJa’, 0). 

Making an expansion about &?Ze and Szq, we write 

At(a) = A@, Z(t)) = A(Qy$t), QZo) - S*Mx + @d(t) + . . . . 

where 

(32) 

(33) 

and 

(35) 

Some comments are in order. up is a function of time, and hence M is also. 

The definition of the relaxation matrix M corresponds with that of vVF (see 

their footnote, p. 279). We chose to define d as in (35) to keep the equation 

(39) below in the conventional form, also working in the fluctuations X(t) to 

reduce (33) to a simpler form. The vector 6 may be interpreted as a product 

of appropriate quantum efficiencies multiplied by the light intensity fluctua- 

tions (compare equations (1 l), (27) and (33)). 

The S-dependence of A(L?yp(t), LIZ ) 0 is to be given explicitly. The correct 

power of J2 must be obtained from the physical meaning of A in our problem, 

which is that of fluctuations of electron occupancies in an s + l-level 

system. Qt(u; a”) is zero unless exactly two of the occupancies n( change by 

addition or subtraction of one unit. As a result in equation (26) the effective 

order of the differences (u - a”) is D a. By considering a two or three level 

problem (see the preceding section) it may be shown that Qt(u; a”) is of 

order G’i. Consequently, we may write 

A@-@, ~ZO) = .nAo, (36) 

giving the Q-dependence explicitly. (Again, A0 is a function of time). It also 

follows that M and S(t) are of order Go. 

Equation (27) may now be written: 

d<x>,., 
L?fj+l2~--- 

dt 
= SZAo - @M(x)~;~~ + L?*d(t) +..., 

in which all terms of order 91 and Qk are given. 

The terms of order 521 give 

$J = Ao, 
those of order SZ* 

(38) 

d<x>,., 
) = --M<x>~;~, + d(t). 

dt (39) 

Like (9), (38) is the macroscopic equation. For from the definition of A, 
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we may write 

&(a, Z(i)) =i+i Pjz(& Z(i)) - Pu(% W)l> (40) 

in which Pz~ dt is the probability that a transition from level i to level j takes 

place in the interval (t, t + dt). During the initial transient (+ -+ 0) non- 

zero net electron currents flow between the levels but after some time Aos 0. 

Ignoring the perturbations x and d, the net electron current to each level 

is zero and a steady state is reached. In the present analysis we are only 

interested in the fluctuations about such a steady state, and therefore take 

A0 to equal zero and M to be time independent: the transients have passed. 

Equation (39) is like the usual Langevin equations with the essential 

difference that it is not an equation for the perturbation X, but for the ex- 

pected value of x at time t. 

The equation for the second order moments may be dealt with in similar 

fashion. From (28), B may be approximated by S&+(t), QZo) = QnBa (see 

(36)). Now substitute Q60 for (B),,,, in equation (29) ; using (37), we find 

(omitting explicit mention of the initial conditions) 

Q’[<x&p + @(xT>t] + R1$ wT>t = 

L!~‘[(x>~A,~’ + Ao<xT>t] + sZl[Bo - <xxT>~ MT - M<xxT>~ + 

+ <X)t dT@) + d(i) <XT)tl. (41) 

This equation is exact to terms of order Q 1. Gathering terms of order SZ* and 

rearranging, 

<x)&P - A;) + [<x>t(W - Ao")]T = 0. (42) 

This is equivalent to (38), since <x>t and C$ - A0 are effectively uncorre- 

lated. The U-terms give 

$ <xxT>~ = -<<xxT>~ M T - MwT>t + 60 + <x>tdT(t) + d(t)<xT>t. (43) 

This result may be compared with the generation-recombination theorem. 

In the present case we are not yet finished, since an equilibrium state does 

not exist: 

-& <xx% # 0 

since <xx% must follow the light intensity fluctuations d(t). Our course 
shall now be to solve the system of differential equations (43) and average 

<xxT>~ over all possible 6(t). Before proceeding along these lines (43) shall 
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be cast into a simpler form. Transform x with the matrix c*) Is), 

y = cx 

where c diagonalizes M *) 

M’ = cMc-1 

so that M’ has the eigenvalues ila along the diagonal. 

Multiply (39) on the left by c; then 

(44) 

(45) 

d<y>t 
~ = -M’<y>t + c(t) 

dt 
(46) 

where g(t) = cd(t). Multiply (43) by c and CT on the left and right respectively; 

d(yyT>t 
dt 

= -<yy% M’ - M’<yy% + B;, + <y>t WT + g(t) 0% (47) 

here 06 = cB&‘. 

The expectation values are obtained with T(y’, t 1 yo, to) = 17(x’, t 1 x0, to). 

Since M’ is diagonal, 

d<yi>t 
~ = --ilt<yt>t + r*(t) , 

dt 
i = 1, 2, . ..) s 

dt 

- (& + 3Ljr) <yzyj’jr>t + B;,, + <ytX&) + <y$t [r(t). 6 i = 1, 2, . . . . s (49) 

Equation (48) has already been encountered in the two level problem; 

the differential equation for the second order moments in the two level 

case is equivalent to equation (12) with i = j: 

d<y:)t 
-~ = -2b<y:> + B;,, + 2<yz)t Cc(t). 

dt 

The present many variable problem is much like that of the single variable 

problem; the only complication is formed by the cross terms <yi>t [f(t) and 

<yg>t &(t) in (49). As by assumption @ = 0 and M is time independent, the 

solution of (48) is **) : 
t 

<yt>t = <yt>o epait + epast j eabU (t(zt) du, 
0 

(51) 

*) M is in general not symmetric (it is symmetric only for the case of thermal equilibrium), but 

in most cases of practical interest all eigenvalues are different and M may be diagonalized with c 
as in (45). 

**) See also ref. 7 for a one-dimensional treatment, with c(t) = 0. 
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and, using this, of (49) : 

t t u 

+ e-(ai+a')t[<yg)o eal" C,(u) dzl + 
s s s 

eaJU eAtV &(v) [j(s) dv dzl] + 

0 0 0 
t t u 

+ e-(“J+“‘)t[(y~)o eAru &(u) du + 
s s s 

ensU e’l’ C,(v) & (u) dv dzl]. (52) 

0 0 0 

Note the symmetry of the last two expressions. For t large compared with 

all relaxation times l/&, 

<y&t = s” eVAiV &(t - v) dv, (53) 
0 

t t 

<YiYj>t = 
%, 

& + 5 
+ ss e-a4u-aJv (t(t - u) cjr(t - V) dv da. (54) 

0 0 

In writing (54), use has been made of the fact that the sum of the two double 

integrals of (52) is symmetric in i and j to simplify the integration bounds. 

For large t the mean square noise is 

B&J <(yc - <Yt>t)(Yj - <Yj>t)>t = <YzYj>t - <YMYfh + ~ 
& + 5 ’ (55) 

for any g(t) given in the interval (0, t). Now average (51) and (52) over all 

possible g(t) : 
-- 

<yi>t = <yt)0 e-“lt 

which tends to zero as t becomes large. Similarly, 

t t 

BkJ <yry5> t -+ -~ 
At + 4 

+ ss e--l*u-a~v ci(t - U) cf(t - V) dv dti. (56) 

0 0 

Here we see that the (cross) autocorrelation function of the fluctuations of 
the incident photon beam plays a role in the (cross) variances of the electron 

fluctuations. 
We not only want to know the variances, but also the autocorrelation 

functions <y{(t) yj(t + E)> for all i, i. Specifically, let T(yr, tl; y2, t2 Iyo, to) 

be the probability that y takes on the value yi at time tl, and yz at time tz., 
given that its value at time to was yo. This is for one particular g(t). Then 
write 

<Y&) YIP + ED =,,lm_Z z Yl‘Y2,T(Yl, t; Y2, t + EIYO, to). (5:‘) 
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The i-th component of the vector yr has been written as ~1,. Also, although 
y is not a function of time, the left-hand side is written in this form to keep 
the notation simple. 

We assume y to be Markovian: for tl < t2, 

qy1, h; y2, t2 Iyo, to) = T(Yl> h IYO, to1 T(Y2, t2 lYl> tl). 

Substituting this into (57), 

(58) 

<Y&) Y& + E)> lim E <y& + E)>~(~)=~~ yJ(Yl, tlYos to) (59) 
to-+-w Y1 

where 

<YJ@ + 4>y(t)=y1 = I2 Y,,VY2> t + EIYL t) (60) 
YI 

is the expected value of yj with initial conditions y(t) = ~1. This value is 

obtained from (51): 

<y# + e)>yctj=yl = yl, e-"j8 + j@'mE) t& + t) dv. (61) 
0 

Consequently, 

<Y@) Y& + + =tOlm_[e-Ajd IS yI,ylj T(Yr, WO, to) + 
Yl 

+ B e.31(2)--8) 
tj(v + 4 dv C Y,,T(YL ~IYo, to)l. (62) 

Yl 

The first expression may be obtained from (54), the second from (51) again. 
After some simplification, 

+ 
ss 

e-A~U+a9V &(t - U) &(t + v) du dv 1 . (63) 0 0 It now becomes necessary to average over all forms of Z(t) or g(t). 

As in (56), we have to deal with such expressions as &@I) 5&s). 
The elements &(tr) 5&s) of the matrix @I) gT(ts) are related to the 

elements of d(tr) dT(ts) since 

g(h) gT @2) = cql) dT (i2) CT. 

From the definition of d(t), 
i?A, aA, 

(64 

Here the terms i?Afili?Zkl and aA,/aZ mn are evaluated at Q = J@(t) and 
Z(t) = QZa for t = tl and t = ts respectively. As we shall only consider times 
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so large that the first transients have died out, up is constant in time and the 

partial derivatives are time independent. 

We have then 

C&l) C&z) 
aL4, &l, 

c CiP k?Z x_ x ~ XkZW Xm&z) %* (66) 
P,P 

It shall now be assumed that the light intensity fluctuations at different 

wavelengths are completely uncorrelated; specifically, using Kronecker 

delta’s, 

XkZ (~1)&7w42) = (8kdZn + BkdZnz) XkZ(tl - t2) (67) 

where all functions x&t) are sharply peaked with respect to all the photo- 

conductor relaxation times l/S. 

With equation (67) we take the simplest possible solution to the difficult 

problem of time correlations between photon numbers of the same and dif- 

ferent wavelengths. Our assumption implies that the incident light intensi- 

ties at the various wavelengths are independent Markov variables, and that 

this Markov character is not altered by photon absorption and emission 

events taking place in the photoconductor. This assumption is not valid for 

times shorter than the time a photon needs to go through the crystal, but 

these times are usually much smaller*) than the photoconductor relaxation 

times. 
As a consequence of (67), (66) simplifies to 

L’A, aA, 
c&l) 5#2) = 2 x “dpk$Z x a~kl XkZ(tl - t2) Cjq 

P,cz 
(68) 

From (56) and (63), using (68), 

<y&) Y& + 4) = <Y&I ~3(4> e-&j (69) 

and 

where 

jikl = yxkZ(t) dt = 2 r&Z (t) dt. (71) 
-m 0 

We add that upon Z-averaging the ratio of the third term to the second term 
of the right-hand side of (63) is of the order of the ratio of the widths of the 

X-functions to the photoconductor relaxation times. By writing (69) the 
contribution of the third term is therefore ignored. 

These equations show that the irradiation fluctuations do not fundamental- 

*) For a crystal dimension of 1 mm and a refractive index of 3, this transit time is lo-11 s. 
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ly alter the autocorrelation function of the carrier fluctuations, but increase 

the mean square fluctuations. In order to evaluate the magnitude of this in- 

crease, we turn to the two level single variable problem of the previous 

section. In equation (70), then, i = j = p = 4 = 1; k, 1 = 1, 2; cl1 = 1. 

For yi write x again, and write T for 1 /&. A comparison of (43) and (12) shows 

that Mi/Usi becomes igo (see also (39) and (1 I)), and Be,, becomes 2gazo. 
psr equals 2, the time integrated correlation function of c(t), defined by (3). 

As a result, 

GG=g@zor(l + E). 

The factor g&2za remains to be evaluated. 

Introduce y(e) as the autocorrelation coefficient of c(t) : 

(74 

Then for weak absorption Y(E) equals 1 - E/T~ if E < it, it the time taken by 

the photons to travel through the crystal. For E > Q, Y(E) = 0. With (73) 

and (71) we find that 2 = ~t[(t)s. Therefore 

. (74 

writing A.2 for Z(t) - Qzo. 

The product Ttgo is equal to the probability p that a photon while tra- 

versing the crystal is absorbed. Equivalently, it is the relaxation time of 

Z(t) if the photon beam were suddenly cut off, and no absorption could 

occur. If all photons are absorbed by the photoconductor, Z(t) will have 

l/go as relaxation time. Note that $ varies linearly with the thickness of the 

crystal, and may well approach unity. 
-_ 

The ratio 42s/Z will in general vary with +, but for small + will be in- 

sensitive to the magnitude of p. Consider the case in which no reflection 
occurs at the crystal surfaces, and no absorption in the bulk. Then Carson’s 

theoreml) may be applied as 

elementary events q(t), where 

q(t) = 

follows. Z(t) consists of a superposition of 

1 t0 < .f < t0 + Tt 

0 elsewhere 

Each such an event is the response to the entry of a photon at the crystal 
surface, and these primary events occur at the average rate z/Tt. Carson’s 

theorem then gives d-/z = 1. If go, p differ from zero each photon may 

either be absorbed in the crystal or leave the crystal at the far surface. In 

this case the calculation of dzz/Z is similar to the calculation of carrier 
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density fluctuations in semiconductors, which are due to generation-re- 
combination events in the bulk and carrier injection and extraction at the 

-_ 
contacts 8). By analogy it may be said that 422/Z = 1 for fi < 1, and hence 

<X% = gozo7 1 + ; ( > . (P < 1) (75) 
-_ 

We need not discuss the value of AZZ/Z when $ approaches unity, because 
in this case the photon density (and possibly the carrier density) will be 
spatially dependent. The calculation of the noise must then consider transport 
processes, i.e. the probability distribution functions become spatially de- 
pendent, and, besides time correlations, spatial correlations of the density 
fluctuations must be taken into account (vVF). Such effects are ignored in 
the present analysis, which is therefore only valid for weak absorption. This 
restriction has also been pointed out in connection with the definition of 2 
and Z. 

The results of the present analysis may be summarized as follows. If the 
incident photon beam is taken to be completely free of fluctuations, the 
g - r theorem 

<xxT>~ MT + M<xx~>~ = Bo 

is valid, since it follows directly from (43). If the incident photon beam 
displays shot noise, this theorem is closely obeyed; the departures are given 
by equation (70). These departures are due to the fact that the electrons of 
the photoconductor are coupled not to the incident photon beam intensity, 
which fluctuates in a purely random way, but to the numbers of photons 
in the crystal volume, which, due to transit time effects, do not fluctuate 
purely randomly (compare ref. 13). 

In both these cases it is necessary to assume that the photoconductor only 
weakly absorbs all the incident radiation. 
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